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The' ercatived.Credibility and Tletksuasiveness

.,
.

of a Message Source as Affected by

4

Initial Credibility, Style of Language, and Sex of -Source 6

. -

. Abstract

The experiment was designed to investigate the variables of-source

credibility, language intensity, and gender of source as they affect a

source' a persuasiveness and credibility.

. The study employed a 2X2X2 factorial design. The independeti' varia-

bles manipulated were source credibility, language intensity, and gender

of source. Pretests were used to establish high and low levels of ini- .

tial source credibility and language intensity. The dependent variables :
- .

were source credibility and attitude favorableness toward the message

position.

' The results of the experiment indicated that a source,initial cre-

dibility was not affected by the source's gender or language usage. he

results also revealectthat the low credible sources were more. persuasive

than the high credible sources.

Suggestions for future researchwere made based on the results of the

study. ,
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The Perceived Credibility and Perivasiveness

of a Message Source is Affected by

Initial Credibilityl.ltyle of LanguiP4 and Sex of..Source

. .

This study.waq designed to investigaiwfturreoblem areas of

communibation research. The first communication problem area re-
.

. .

viewerwae the induction of different 1#vels-of initial source ere-

dibi1/ity and the inadequacies of past research in dealing with this

area of communication research, The second problem .area reviewed' was

thi difficulty of operationally defining intense language and the
.

r4asons for the cobflicting r'suIts of past studies in this area.

The third area of communication research litefature in;estigated

oi'past research to account foi the effect thatwas the inconsistency
,1

1 a source's sex has on

/

that'source!s persuasiveness and credibility.
.

Another inadequacy of past-pmmunication researc reviewed was the

scarcity of multi-factoAdudies-using gender of.spurce as one of

ihe independent 'variables.

Many experiments have inVestigated the ~.effects of .

vels' of sourcecredibilitymsing.the fixed ethos -model. Andersen

and Clevenger (196, p. define the fiked elhosm6del.thuely,
.

In'most studies the.ethica1_41ement is treated as rela-
tiVely fixed,in value during the communicition act, and

'Persuasion is construed astfielirdting of a proposition
with approVed source for.a positive effect or a dis-
proved source for a negative one.

A study by Haiman (1940 investigated' the effeCts of varying degrees

(high, medium, tnd,loW) of initial source credibility on attitude

change using the'tixed ethos model. Hellen found that the,:dource he

.

:
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.
intuitivel believed to be of-high credibility was significantly

more persuasive than the sources he intuitively believed to be of .

medium or low credibility. There were no significant differences..

s
4 in the attitude change between the subjeftts believing they had heard'

4 a medium br low credible source. If Haiman had been ailleotoemnipu-
.

.
* ,

late the medium and low level credibility conditions as successfully
.. .

2

.....

as the high level crediSilitivconditions, it seems likely that there
. ..

-iiroild have-been significant differences in.attitude change between .

all credibility manipulations, in the predicted direction.'

Paulson (194) also used the fixed ethos model in as experiment

very similar to itthat of Heiman (1949). Paulson attributed the same

speech to two differentsour;es, a college professor (high credible)

and a student (low oredible). "Paulson intuitively believed -that-
.

these two sources would be viewed by his subjects as possessing

ferent degrees of' credibility. There was no significant difference

in attitude chimp between either,source condition for female sub-

jects, but there were significant changes in the, predicted direction

for male subjects. Paulsonts findings contradict the result's of

Haiman's (1949) study for female subjects.

A more recent study by .Greenberg and Miller. (1966) also used

the fixed ethos model. In a eerie8 of four studies, the experimenters

investigated differences in the persuasiveness of unknown, low, and

high credible sources. These researchers attempted to induce the

'different leels of credibility using their intuitions to construct

the di -vent source introductions. These researchers failed to

indubetruly different levels- of source credibility as evidenced in

the results' of their study. ;ply\

i, ..,t .1
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The findings of an article by McCroskey and Dunham (1966) point

to other 'possible reasons for the confounding effects of credibility

inductions in communication, research. In,*n experiment test4ng the

effect of imknown and neutral sources on a subject's perception of

credibility, McCroskey and Dunham found that'unknown hources were

rated higher on credibility thah neutral sources. The authors ex-..

o _

plain the results by stating.that the subjects typically used in these

experiments are, for the most part, only subjected to high credibility

sources and would be conditioned to. expect any source, even an unknown

'source, to have high credibility. In a plea for.better'control over

: credibility inductions, McCroskey and Dunham state, "ethos levels need

to be clearly specified'if we are to generalize from'one experiment to

another." A regication of this study conducted by Holtzman (1966)

reported similar findings. In summarizing the results of both studies

Holtzman stated, "It seems clear thatto enhance the probability of

lithe contribution to a Unified theory of'persuasion all' experimental

designs should account for ethos .effects." I.
In a number of more recent studies (Baudhuin, 1971; l4ehrley and

McCroskey, 1970; Schweitzer, 1971; and Whitehead, 1971) the degree 0

source credibility was manipulated as an independent variable. Each

of the above mentioned Studies differentiated betwe n high and low

credible sources on the basis of experimenter in i n. Only one .

study (Baudhuin, 1971), as in the present study, measures degree of

credibility as an independent variable and measured it as, a dependent

variable.

*
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Many althe studies reviewed (Baudhuin, 1971t King, 1966; bieCros-
i.

key, 1966; Mehrley and McCroskey, 1970; Ware and Tacker, 1975; and .

Wheeless, 1974) checked the source credibility inductions intuitively

determined by the experimenters with posttests. A posttest measure

of credibility can only tell the researcher how a source's credibility-_

is perceived after the experimental treatments have taken place. A

plethora of studies (Gilkinson, Paulion, and Sikkidk, 1954; Hovland

and Mandell, 1952; Kraus, 1960; and Sikkink, 1956) can be cited to

show that the treatment conditiOn itself can affect a.sourcescredi-

bility. It follows that posttests of credibility are of little or*no

value in determining the =mess of initial credibility inductions...

Bettinghaus states (1968, p. 133), "One of the problems facing

the persuasive communicator is the extent to which heought to use

words that may elicit highly affective responses freebie audience."

By reviewing the literature pertaining to language intensity, one is

hard put

study

tive'in

to find a conclusive answer to Bettinghiuss' statement. 4

Bowers (1963) found low intensity language to be more effec-

rsuiding subjects than high intensity language. In seeming
.

contradiction to Bowers' study are the results of a recent study by

EMmert (1974, p.'20). indicating that, .

high intensity language in communication can be more effec-
tivethan low intensity language under Conditionrin which
the recipients of the message are net in disagreement with
the position presented in the message.°

EMmert, unlike Bowers, used a pretest to determine the intensity

of the language to be used in ,his final experimental 'messages. The

important difference betweeh the two studies was that Bowers intui-

tively-decided what-sonstituted-intense language and Emmert allowed



his subjects to decide., ClearlY4Ois method is more objective than

experimenter intuition. The problem with using intuitive_judgments to

determine' language intensity is the POtentiaifor experimenter bias.

- f

The Bowers (1963) and,BMmert (1974) studies only measured the

effedt of intense language on attitude change. Other experiments

(Baudhuin,1971; Bowers and Osborn, 1966; and Reinsch, 1971) have

investigated the effect of intense language on source credibility. as

well as a source's persuasiveness. The results of these studies have

been inconsistent.

An experiment by Baudhuin (1971) used obscene language 'for'an

intense language condition and found obscene language to be a depressor

of attitude change. The study also revealed that obscene language had

a negative effect upon-source credibility. {When compering obsoeoe.lan-

guage'to intenielanguage it is important to note that obscene lahguage

may represent a different type of'intense language than is normally

used in language intensity experiments. This being the case, alternate'

explanations may be devised for the. results of studies that rise obscene

language as opposed to some alternate forR of intense language: '1

.

Throughout this study, when obscene language is equated with other forMs

of intense language, the reader is advised to be aware of the possibility

of an alternate explanation.),

kaMen. and Greenberg (1970) reporting dissimilaeresults found

highly intense messages to be judged as clearer and the source as more

dynamic than low intensity messages. 1f one equates intense language

to metaphorical, language (as Bettinghaus, 1968, P. 133 did) a recent_

study by Reinsch (1971.) offers partial 'support for the study by. MeEnn

.1
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and Greenberg (1970). Reinsch found metaphoric al language as opposed
t

to non-metaphorical language in persuasive discourse was significantly

more effective in chanting attitudes. Reinsch found no support for.',

his contention that the use. of metaphorical language increases a sour'ce's

credibility. A problem with the Reinsch study was the fact that the

metaphors used in the persuasive messages were Constructed using his

intuitions about whatconstituted'intense language.. A study by BoWers

and Osbon (1966) also tested the effect of metaphorical language in

.

persuasive. messages. Bowers and Osborn's findings were inconclusive

in dete ing the persuasive effects of metaphoricallanguage. the
, 4

results their study indicated an interaction between source, message

topie, and type of metaphor. This three whinteractiongreatly

limited the generalizabilityOf their findings4' As in the Reinsch

study, Bowers and Osborn placed _heavy reliance on thar intuition about

what' constituted intense language. Upon;examiiling'the different mes-

sages used by Bower and Osborn (two metaphbrical, two literal) one

le."f -

might view each:message as contfiningintense lingpage. Most of the

studies (Bowers, 1963; Bowers andOsborn, 1966; neiMen-ind Greenberg,

1970; and Reinsch, 1971)-reviewed'did not pretest language intensity

to confirm the experimenters' intuitions.

If an experimenter determines language intensity using hia own

judgment, a pretest should be used to confirm hiaimtuition.
.

Two studies"(Baudhuin, 1971; and EI;m?ert, 1974) did pretest-their

language intensity inductions, but the results Of the,two experiments

were inconsistent. EMmert (1974) found intense language to be ogre

persuasive and Eaudhuin i1971, found obscene language to be less per- ".

suasive.

9 .
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.-.iridependent =variables and; source. credibility amend attitude change,as
,AK .

Becausof the social norMs and roles pieced upon members of the

opposite sexes, this study included gender of source as an independent

variable to fill the void left by mew of the'other studies reviewed

.(4ehrley and NbCroekey, 1970; Schweitzer, 19'71; and Whitehead, 1971).

In no instance in the liters e reviewed did any one experiment_

include source credibility,lintense language, and gender of source as
% 0-

..,

dependent variables. .
.

.: ...

- A study by Goldberg (1968) found that female subjects rated the

professional work of men higher than the identicaliWork ofwomen.

The difficulty with this study was that only female subjects were

used. :We do not know if similar results would have occured with

hare subjects. Goldberg (1968) in his study of the stereotypic eval-

uation of professionals'may have been in reality measuring source

credibility. This being the case, the findings of Goldberg's study

would seem to lend support to a more 'recent study by Wheeless (1971).

Mbeeliss found male speakers to be more persdasive than female
4

speakers in an individual test condition. An early, study by Knower

(19357 found female speakers in'an individual test condition to be.

more ,persuasive than male speakers. The contradictory results.of

these two studies in addition to the results of a study by Cathcart
9

(1955) indicating that sex was.not significantly related to persua-

sibility revealed a need for mere definitive research on the sex

variable in persUasive communication.

fie

Justification for the Study,

Reviewing the literature on source credibility revealed several

10



inadequacies. Past researchers studying source credibility have

neglected to use pretests to insure that they had established truly

'efferent leveo initial source credibility. The conflicting re-

;suite of the source dredibility research reviewed may be attributable

to the use of experimenter intuition to determine different leVels of

Credibility, Instead of using experimenter intuitionin establishing
/-

different levels of initial source credibility, a more objective me-

thod would have been to ask a group.of subjects (similar-to those to

be tested) what they deemed to represent different leve of dburce

credibility. In an attempt to overcome the weaknesses of st re-

search to control the credibility variable, the present stu used

a pretest to establish initial levels of source credibility

posttest to determine teminal source credibilitY7-}Thie study al

used subjects to generate initial levels of source credibility in

order to avoid the possibility of experimenter bias when using exper-

imenter intuition to determine initial levels of source credibility.

There have been many 1,nconsistencies in the results of the past-
.

research reviewed examining the language intensity variable. The use

of experimenter intuition without a pretest to determine different

levels of language intensity may have been the cause of these incon-

sistencies. The results of those studies (Baudhuin, 1971; and EiaMert,'.

1974) that did pretest for language intensity were inconsistent. It

was these inconsistencies and methodological weaknesses that prompted

the present study to attempt a further exploration of the language

intensity variable. By controlling 'for experimenter bias in the

selection of language and by using a multi - factored approach to the

'11
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problem, the preRent studyitattemp$04 to shed kew light on the language

ensity variable.

9

The past studies investigating,the gender variable have one 4.
-GO

failing in.common. They were not multi-factored. In any communication
a

situation mete gender of source is studied; other cvmdnication varia-

bles are likely to be preset and to affect the results. If the pre-
,

40 viOus studies reviewed had Aken into account source credibility as a

potential confounding'variablet.they might have included it as an
.

and dependent variable as was done in this study.

The present study asked.the following research question. '

How will a receiver's attitudes and .perceptions of a source's
credibility be affected by a source's
use of language, and gender of'source?

R

$.
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Method

This experiment employed a 2X2X2 factorial design., 'Three inde-
,

,
pendent vaii4616 were manipulated: 'initial iource credibility;

gender of source; and language intensity. Two levels (high and 1PW)

of credibility and language intensity wereganiptOted. The effect

of these three inftelgent"1;aXiables odvAgibility and attitude.Pb-
.

-

Pition7wasmei$40d using a posttest for both dependent variables.

There Were-eight experiental conditions.

Subjects
AttI

. .

Two hundred and five subject were used.inithestucky, Approxi-

mately half the subjects were male and half female. 'The subjects were

drain. randomly from two: California colleges, a California public
'r.

library, and, the University 4 Wyoming. The ages of the jObjects
1

71,,,..
,,

sampled were 15 years/to 64 years. Themedian age was 32 years:
1

4,1

r.

Procedures / i
,. 1

I
, Because of the'confoundia effects of pre. and posttesting the

2 / ., .. I

experimental group,, an equiva ent grbup Was used to generate and test

the independent variables
/

of
/

eOurce credibility" and, language intensity.

Forty-four subjects.(aproximately,half male and hiltfemale) were

used in 44 pretesting" procedure, TWenty,'. of "the forty-four pubjects
. .

. .

were tused. to generate intense words and high. ndand credible sources.
. _ .

The subjects : were also instructed to list the sources'. occupatpns.

The wards and sources were then used to constructi five page ques-,
*tionnaire consisting offourteen sources (eight male and six, female)

with one sentidoeintroluotions listing each source's occupation.

. .

13
E
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The remainder of the questionnaire consisted of thirty-mords
.

generated .

from the 'Subjects:: The Berl'', Lannert, and MtAz.(1969, p, 574) ere-

dibilityypting-toales followed each source's introductiOn. A five

point interval. scale was used".. '7.ach word was followed by,a seven
.

point intensity scale. The
.

repairiing 2i subjects were then adminis-

tered the 'handouts. ""-- f 1.

Two messages, one intense,,one not intense, were constructed from

the pretests for word intensity. Each message Was constricted from

. seven general arguments for "Capital Punishment"., Ttle,intense message

contained the intense words geneiaed from the pretei:ts. The non-
.,

intense message was exactly the same as the intense message but did

not include the intense Words. The messages were priceded byrthe
. 1

'source introductions (tiro male, two female) derived from the pretests.

A four page handout was constructed combining the messages, source

,, . .

,--
.

-

introductions (which included a male or female name), crAdibiliti',
C-

and attituda.scales; ks )
14:

There were eight different four page

.the eight treatment conditions.

random order to 161 subjects.

10fr r..

Operatioialization of Dependent Variables
,

Initial'and posttreatment source Credibility were defined in

terms of the Birlo, et al, (1969) credibility scales. ThOcales
4

'

/

ets whichconstituted

The pamphlets were administered in

All subjects were debriefk.

We.

represented three dimintfons of source credibility; safety, ciptlifi-'

,. . , 40 . 'of 4e
cation, and, dynamrsm.

, -

Attitude was'operatimially defined as the difference between

treatment groups as measured by a dified Likert-scale. -nie-two

" 14,

-4
vAr-
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modifications inclided were suggested by Eaert (1970; 1971). First,

- subjects were used to generate attitudinal statements for and against

'the topic area "Capital Punishment". Second, the statements were

A

subjected to factor analysis.

Factor analysis of the modified Likert revealed tbree'attitu-

-

dinal dimensions; 1). social, 2) evaluative, 'find 3) caution. The

statements are then submitted to his'subjects and their responses are

subjected to item analysis.40

if4
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Results -

../. k t
, i

A three -way analysis of variance of the posttest results was

a
-

. .

performed on the two dependent variables to identify' any main inter-

I *

'action
on the independent A,three-WayllTA. ire-

go. qv
,

0

gram was used for this procedure. Vhen interaction effects were_
.

f .

witnessed, the Duncan's Range (see Brunning and iintz, 1968,.., 2,

p. 115-117)post hoc test was used to isolate the significant differ-.

ences among the individual or collapsed cell means. A -sipificance

level 4'45 was used for all statistical testa.

There were no significant main or interaction effects for the

safety dimension of credibility (see Table I).' '

. ,

,..
The analysis of variance for the qualification di4ension of

1;

,
credibi

/

,ty revealed a Significant main effect for credibility (P =

13.444 4;',05; see Table II),,, Initially high credible sources,

....

4, A'' .::. ,

i ! - $ . . , i , . .

regardless Of gender or language usage, were4erceived.is being more

otie6::_s -41- . '''D' '''*A".

qualified thadimitially low credible sources after the perduasile

message. ' ,-.
.

.: . ..
.

!.,,
..4 ,

There were n significant main er interiction'effects for the%
'

-

.--, :I

dynaMism:dimension ot credibility (see Table,III).

The analysis of variance on the social dimension-, o f attitude
. e,g

revealed a significant main effect for credibility (p:0 4:413;

P 4*'.05; see Table IV). The social dimension of attitude scores

s.

from subjects responditg to, low crediOle-soFees (regardless of gen-
.-.

der' of source orilahguage used) were more favorable toward the ex-
,

perimental'topic than those subjects responding to the high credible

sources. Furtherthssocial dimentiOn revealed a significant OP=
. 4

1;

' 16
3 . e .
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4.24, R .4; .05) three-way interaction (gender X Credibility ]C lan-

guage). hoc tests (Duncau's Multipli Range) revealed that sib-
.:

°Jects responded a significantly. (m 3..204; m =_14038; p <..05)

1
more favorable mariner to a low credible male....source using non:intense

.

'language than they did toward a high credible male Source using inr
.

Una& or non-intense language (see Table

The results of the threeway analysis of iarialice for the evalua-

tive dimension of the dependent measure of aititude are reported in

Table* VI. The analysis of variance revealed a significant (F = 4.952,

p 4; .05) gender of source by language 4tage interaction. The taiga-
.

fieint interactgii
4

indicated the need for post boo testa to isolate

. the significant -treatment' conditions. The Ruicanis Multiple Range

teats did not reveal significant differences among, any of the treat-

ment conditions'

lo;
-

There were 'no significant main or interactiall /effects Jor the

.
.

Caution dimension of ittilade (see Table VII). ;i-%

L

-n

I .

17
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Discussion

--

ifv4s. In the are* of terminal credibility the results indicated that on

the qualification dimension of source credibility there were no dif-

feren6es in the perceived credibility of the sources between thepte-

-test and the posttest. Baudhuin (1971) found that although obscene

language tended to lower a source's credibility, he overall ratings

indicated:that a high credible sourc

qualified) than slow ere tile, sour

tie.same experiiental topi (advocat

went), very s indepen ent vari

andiobscene lan te) and d endentA
1

attitude). The ct thal th

of e Baudhuin ( 971) study

coat dance in the results sf

study! McCroskey and Mehrlek (3.970i tis

e.

results

n.thejor

his-exile

was more au horitative (or ,

Baudhuin 971) used exactly

g ret ntion of Capital l'unitih-

les solirce c

t
edibiliiy, gender,

sib es (source credibility and

f this'Astudy Inii:ror the resulte

dibility via-labile strengthens
t

mit.. As in the'Eati7Drain (1971)'

eurerimenter. intuition to

ii
.. .I.'..

induCeAifferedt levels of `initial source credibility (high and-lowr
=-. .

1

adi found that ;these sources at d i th" predicted manner on if:t,were r e in e
One." ,

poSttreatkent measure of source
4credibility. The same pkocedure v

A.

(experinienter ;intuition) and results here evidenced in a study by Ware

- .
and Tucker (19714. gkeb.fiadings,..of these two studies lend further

r

support to the results of thit study concerning the source credibility

variable:.

\ ,ii
, ',Using Cognitive Dissonahce Theory (Festinger, 1957) there are .

',... -
.

..

thket possibleexpaanations for:the findings of this study on the source

oreaibility variable. 'First, it is .possible that the Position a source

takes On an issue has no effect on that sOuree's'Oreditdlity. Second,.

18
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the subjects may have erogated the message without dSrogatinethe
.

,

source. Third;the'subjects may have refused to conne4i the message

With the source.

The results of the present experiment" revealed low credible sources .

to be. more persuasive than high crediblesources. These results contra-

!

diet the findings of- the majority of past studies reviewe4 measuring the

persuasive effects of different levels of source credibility.,,Tt is

possible that the subjects in the present experiment were persuaded more

by the low credible sources than the high credible sources as a direct

consequent of the message topic advocated. The subjects tested ma;pave

been very anti-Capital Punishment. This being the case, a strong a2104-
Ps

-itent for Capital Punishment from a highly credible source may have im4-

poTed a significant threat to their attitude position. On the other

Land, a lot credible source may have posed less of a threat. to their

.att\itude po ition. Tf these conditions were present, theWit seems

)kikelythat e subjects would have responded more favorably to the less

t eatening Ituation. Dissonance Theory states that the greater the

pressure beyond the minimum needed to change a person's attitude, the

lei his atti
.

ude will move in the desired direction:. The low credible

source dondit on may have represented the)minimum point beyond which

the subjects uld'have responded less favorably toward any further at-
:

.temptelat pers

Inthe aria of intense language the results 4id.900indicate that

e-in a persuasive message will elicit'le favorable .

1.11

intense langua

,

attitudes toward the message pasition than.the use of non-intense lan-
.

'gunge. The converse was reported.. The results on the, social dimension

of attitude measurement revealed 'a three -way interaction. The low dra
t

.dible'malesource using non-intense language condition elicited the
:

19
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most favorable responses from the subjects toward the message position, : .7: -

This finding,contiadicted the results of the Emmert (1974) and Reinsch
..

(1971) studies. Both of these studies were investigating- one factor

(language usage). MoCroskey andiDinhata;(1966), and Holtzman (1966)

argue that it may be impoSsibli to exclude credibility from any com-

munication experiment. It is possible that the results of both the

.

inert (1974) and Reinsch (1971) studies were influenced by the cre-

dibility variable. This study, like the Baudhuin (1971;bstudy, used

-very similar research designs which included the potentially confound-
.

ing variable of credibility. Baudhuip (1971) reported very similar

results to this study on the' effect of the language variable. Be

found obscene language to be a depress Or of attitude change. Under

given conditions, low intensity:lanaiage was more persuasive than

intensity language.

The'investigation of gender of source revealed no significant

effects on the dependent variables. Baudhuin (1971) found that the

.

gender of the Sources did no affect thiir credibility or persuasive,

Two studies ,(Goldbergi,,1968; and Wheeless, 197i) manipulating

gender of source 4.aP independent variable have reported contradic-
. r

,tory results with regard to the credibility or persuasiveness of male

'
--;"

. '.,

and female sources. These two stmdieshad in common the fact that ..

they were manipulating one variable (gender of source). They did not

attempt "sontrol the variable of cridibility by pretesting. This

. "factor mayihive affected the results. It is possible that in the

Goldberg (2.9g8) study,Aiáale sources were initially higher in credi-

bility than the femi e sources, This study attempted to alleviate the
.,.

problem byretestidg to establish sources Of both genders with equal

20
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initial Wheelesa (1971) study found that Male speak-
. . ___

ere were more credible than female steakers. Wheeless did"not control

for the initial credibility levels of his sources by pretesting, It

..
/,/

isosiible that the allele sources were initially higher in credibility

) .:than the female soUrces,

'This:study and the Baudhuin (1971) study used Very similar exper-

imental deiigns and reported the same results for the gender variable.

The consietencrof the results on the gender variable betWeen the two

studies makes a stkng;argument for accepting the conclusions of this

Study gith regard to thegender

A tentative conclusion may be drawn from this study with regard

.
tg the gender variable, If male and. female sources have the-same

. .

initialcreditility;thin gender of source-does rlotsaffect,that source's -
I

/ terminal credibility'orpersuapivenesa.-.

Suggestions for Future Researck:___

.

r. The results of the present study raise several questions with

( f .
.

regard to the findings of past studies, The commonly held belief that
-,.

,
.

. a source with high credibilityis more persuasive than esourpe with

low credibility was not supported. 'This finding points to the situa-

tional property of source credibility, The most-effective-level. of

source credibility in a persuasive situation'might be determined by a

combination of situational factors,(sUch as language usage tnd gender

of sourpe). Further research in the field of credibility should be

)

conducted to make this determination,..

The findings of 'Past studies dealing :intense language were
.

.

contradiCted by the present study. -This-discrepaiwpoints to the
,

..,
__
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need for more multi - factored: rese arch using. language intensity as an
.

independent variable.

Finally, the present experiment contradicted past studies that.
- .

found male or female sources to be more credible or pers:!",. These
.

.

findings indicate the need for more multi-factored research-including
..,, _.

the gender variable:

rl

*.
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TAME I

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SAFETY

.
I

SourCe MS Ft

Sex (A)

Credibility' (B)

Language (C)

A X B

A X C

B.X C

A X B X C

Error

1 .

1

1,

2

1

1

r-
116-

1.781

.1115

.424

.724

.105

:142

1185

1.781

'4415-

.424

1.670

.105

aim.

.530

.

3.361

,..83

.799

1.365

3.151

.198

,.269

a.

N.S.D.

N.S.D.

N.S.D.

t

.144:S.D;
,

N.-.D4
=r,

;;;,.

e
Critical Fl, 116 <- :05 m 3.92 ,

BSig. = p < .05' and RS. D.`..%:: No Signif icant Difference

at: 6

":.

,

a/

C.
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TABLE II,

ANALYSISOP VARIANCE FOR QUALIFICATION

.Source

4,

df

Sex (A) 1

Credibility- (B) 1

Language (0) :r 1

A X B 1

"A X C 1

li-X C 1

.AX.BXC 1

Error 116

A
Critical F3., 116 < .05 = .3.02 '4

$

SS

.0112

10,3240

,6122

.5250

!-- .3030

.2750

. .0190

89.0780 .7686 ... ,.. .

MS, F41

.0112. .0186

10.3240 13.4440

N.S.D: "

Sig.

.6122

.5250

.7970

.684o.

N.S.D.

N.S.D.
. c

.3030 ..3950 N.S.D.

.2750- .3590. .N.S.D.

:10100 .0260 LLD.

B e
Sig. = p < .05 and N.S.D. = NZignificant Difference

4

4



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR DYNAMISM

Source, df SS MS

Sex (A) 1 .863 .863 1.866 N.S.D. 4,0,-

., Credibility (B) 1. .299 .299 .648 N.S.D.

Language (C) 1 1.07 1.e77 3.624 .N.S.D.

A X 13 1 .398 -.98 .86o . N.S.D.

A, X C . 1 .000 .000 .000 N.S.D..
.,-. _,

B X C 1 .0b9 .069 .151. N.S.D.
, ..

AXBAC`. 1 .005' .005 .011 .. N.S.D.

Error , 116 53.670. ..463 .

,

, .

.CritiCal Fl, 116 < .05 = 3.92

ES, big. = .05 and N.S.D. = No Significant Difference

28
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. TABLE IV

ANALYSIS or VARIANCiFOR THE vim', DINENSION OF ATTITUDE

Source* SS. FA B
P .

Sex (A)
:4.-

!
Credibility,(B)

Language (C)

A X B

A X C

B X C _

A X B X C

Error

1

1

I

1

1

,
1

I

116

1.907

6.986

3.048

1.326

.021

...044

6.777

183.638

1.907

6.986

3.048

1,326

.021

.044

6.777

1.583

1.205

4.413

1.925

.964

.'"',.013

-028
V

.4481

N.S.D.

Sig.

N.SD.

N.S.D. :

N.S.D.

N.S.D...

Sig.
. .

-r

A Critical Pl," 116 < .05 3:9?

B Sig. = p < .05, and N.S.D. = No Significant Difference.
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'TAALE11 -

DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS

. Source

. .r'
:71 12 ct.t1 Value

< .05

'I. , . -
A,

Cell 112 - Cell 122 5.069 3.865 17 i. 16 '1.204
- .., .

Cell 111 r Cell 122 14.903, 3.865 114 16- 1.038

A.D.

- S.D.

Nbte S.M.= Significant Difference at p < .05,

TABLE vr

ANALYSIS QP VARIANCE. FOR TI EVALUATIVE '131161TSION" OP ATTITUDE' -

Source . df -SS FA P8

Sex (A) .443 '.1143 .166 N.S.D.

Credibility (B)
. .

1 .788 ,788 .297 N.S:D.
.

Language *(C) 1 32 ;332 .125, N.S.D.

A X il3 . 1 2.623, 2.623 .988 N.s.p:*

A X C 1. . .--.4.-459,. 4_13.15.9 .:..14-.952 :sig., ,. , _
B X C - 1 1.555 , 1.855 . .698, N.S.D. ,

A X 8 X C i 3.836 3.836 1.140 N.B.D.
. -.

:

Error -116 308.20 '2.657

1X, 116 :$1.

B
Sig. .p < .05 and N.S.D. 74 No Significant Differtnce

.

..
f

4
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TABLE VII

ANALYSIS 0'? VARIANCE FOR TET. CAUPION DIMENSION OP ASTITItE

fee

A

Source df SS: MS FA Btp

Sex (A) 1 .199 . 3.199 2.474

Credibility (8) 1 .012 .012 .010

`> Language (C) 1 .600 . .600 '.464

A X B 1 14.428 1.42e 1.104.

A X C 1 .6t7 .485

B X C .683 .683 5284,
A4"

A X 8,X C 1 ..073 .073 .054

Error 116 149.963 1.293 11.111.

A
Critical F1, 116 < .05 = 3.92 -

Sig. = p, < .0 and N.S.D., = No Significant Differenci'',

c, c

. '
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